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I'm trying to get an output field (e.g. combination/output below) that contains field data from various other elements (in this example the Firstname and Surname fileds) and "splices" that into text that is associated with the drop down choice....
 
So if FirstName = "steve" and Familyname = "Smith" and you select Apple on the drop down list, you would get an output field that reads like.....
 
"When I, Steve Smith, was provided with the option to buy fruit at the supermarket this morning I purchased Apples, as i have eaten apples since i was a kid.... "
 
With something hardcoded to the dropdown list choice 1 like "When I, {insert raw.value Firstname here) + ( insert raw.value Surname here), was provided with the option to buy fruit at the supermarket this morning I purchased Apples, as i have eaten apples since i was a kid....." so as to produce an output text string that reads is normal english, and ideally can preserve or force the formatting for the inserted components (i.e firstname and surname fields) so that you can make it come out as I, Steve Smith, or I STEVE SMITH.............
 
Each of the choices in the documents (here the dropdown) would have it's own "canned" text associated with it (stores as a vairiable ?) , so if you chose 2 you'd get "I, ( insertion point firstname/lastname)  brought peaches as they rock" etc
 
I can do some code in Javascript but this is beyond me, any help much appreciated 
 
I'm guessing something on the exit event of the drop down list to the effect that....
if.this.rawvalue = 1 (which is bound to apples) then output.rawvalue = "some reference to the "canned text" for apples" + Firstname and Surname rawvalues somehow intergrated into that "canned text" at the insert points (which i was proposing could be identified by their fieldnames (FIrstname) and (surname) or anytghing that works; 
else if  if.this.rawvalue = 2 (which is bound to oranges)  then output.rawvalue  = and so on...........
  I guess one of the tricky parts is splicing in the field raw.values into the canned text at the various insert points...
 
any help would be greta ----Needs to be javascript to work in with the 80% of the project already completed, and in the real world there will probably be 10-30 such  dropdown lists per document, hence the desire to keep it simple and attach to exit events.....
 
Ideally, the process would permit the "canned text" to specify the insert points (I, insert, insert, brought Apples" rather than having the "I" ++ firstname ++surname ++"brought apples...." approach ........... but that might be too tricky?
 
 
just a crude example/explanation of whats desired
 
thanks for looking/help
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